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The Fourth Circuit Court of

Appeals ruled in 2013 that

police can’t stop and search

someone just for carrying a

handgun. 8A

GUN RIGHTS

WAS ORDER FOR
SCOTT TO DROP
GUN JUSTIFIED?

Local activists hear the ap-

peal for calm, but they say a

lot of anger has built up –

and people’s voices aren’t

being heard. 5A

REACTION

BLACK LEADERS
SAY THEY’RE
LOSING PATIENCE

Civil liberties advocates ask

CMPD to make body cam

and dash cam videos public.

Chief Kerr Putney’s re-

sponse: Not yet. 6A

VIDEO EVIDENCE

ACLU CALLS ON
POLICE TO RELEASE
SHOOTING FOOTAGE

P
rotests turned violent
for a second night in
Charlotte after Tues-
day’s fatal police shoot-

ing of a black man.
One person was shot at the

protest and was taken to the
hospital with life-threatening
injuries, Medic said. The city
initially reported that he died,

but later retracted that, saying
he was on life-support.

City leaders appealed for calm
and promised a thorough in-
vestigation of the shooting that
triggered hours of violent pro-
test and shut down Interstate 85
on Tuesday. 

But the unrest continued
Wednesday night, with police
using tear gas to disperse hun-
dreds of protesters who blocked
the intersection of Trade and
Tryon streets in the heart of
uptown, then occupied the Ep-
iCentre entertainment complex. 

Pockets of the city were on
edge late Wednesday afternoon,
with some uptown businesses
apparently sending workers
home early over uncertainty
about further protests. The
Charlotte Chamber urged busi-
nesses in uptown and University
City to “remove or chain down
all tables, chairs, signs or plant-
ers.” 

At about 4:30 Wednesday, a
group of two dozen protesters
stood in front of the Bank of
America Tower at Trade and
Tryon streets. They silently

stood and held signs reading
“Black Lives Matter” and “Stop
Killing Us.” 

Andrew Monroe said the
protest was organized informal-
ly by a group of black profes-
sionals. “What we want to do is
show we’re not dangerous,” he
said. “We want to show the
world it’s not thugs out here.”
Monroe said black people de-
serve to be safe in the streets
and don’t feel that way in the
spate of recent police shootings.
Across town at UNC Charlotte,
students gathered at the Union

and laid down in protest.
Earlier in the day, authorities

said they were reviewing video
from body and dashboard cam-
eras from the deadly confronta-
tion in University City. Despite
demands by some activists for
that footage to be publicly
released, police said they would
not do so during an active in-
vestigation. 

Keith Lamont Scott, 43, was
fatally shot. The officer who
shot him, Brentley Vinson, 26, is
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A seriously wounded protester is carried into the parking area of the Omni Hotel in uptown Charlotte during a march to protest the police shooting death of Keith Lamont Scott.
The person, who was shot, was taken to the hospital with life-threatening injuries, Medic said. 
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SEE SHOOTING, 2A

One person was shot during
protests in uptown Charlotte
that turned violent Wednesday
night.

The person is on life support,
in critical condition, the City of
Charlotte said on Twitter, cor-
recting its earlier tweet that the

person had died.
Medic said on Twitter that it

was treating the patient for a
gunshot wound en route to Car-
olinas Medical Center at about
8:45 p.m. 

The person was shot in the
area of North College and East
Trade streets.

Medic said it was responding
to “multiple incidents uptown
related to the situation in the
College Street area” but was no

more specific.
The shooting was “civilian on

civilian,” the city tweeted.
“@CMPD did not fire shot.”

Moments earlier, police fired
tear gas at protesters at the
entrance to the Omni Hotel in
uptown Charlotte. Loud booms
sounded, and police said explo-
sives had been used.

“Your life is in danger, you 

DEMONSTRATION

1 person shot during uptown
protests over police shooting

JEFF SINER jsiner@charlotteobserver.com

Protesters march along Trade Street in Charlotte on Wednesday. The
protesters were marching and rallying against CMPD officer Brentley
Vinson’s fatal shooting of Keith Lamont Scott on Tuesday afternoon. SEE SHOT, 18A
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One person is shot and 
on life-support as the

street violence escalates

City leaders call for calm,
urge community to wait

for all the facts

Hundreds gather uptown
in anger over the shooting
of a black man by police

Violent protests return
as city seeks answers

FATAL POLICE SHOOTING


